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ABSTRACT
In past, many Data Scientists did research and developed model for Image Classification using
Machine Learning and Deep Neural Network algorithms and through their it was found out
Convolution Neural Network was and still the best Deep Neural Network Layer model for
Image Segmentation, Image Classification and Object Detection. And to build CNN Model for
image classification they used many Libraries such as KERAS, TENSORFLOW, SKLEARN, CAFFE,
THEANO, NILEARN, FAST.AI and many more. Out of these libraries have choose only two
libraries that has very good support of additional API Framework like KERAS uses
TENSORBOARD which is the most used API Framework for Visualization and developing
applications. Another library is FAST.AI which is uses PyTorch as support for specifically
developing applications such as Computer Vision and Natural Language Processing etc. Both
libraries have their own advantages, where KERAS has support of the world’s most used and
high-level TENSORFLOW API Framework to run smooth on CPU and GPU. On other side
FAST.AI uses pre-trained models and using them a basic image classification can be developed
within few lines of codes which makes the coder work easy. To find out which library is best
for Image Classification using Convolution Neural Network I developed this practical way to
compare and find the answers. This project is implemented in a way, where the comparison
can be done basis on the similar architecture, dataset, default Hyperparameters values, Tune
Hyperparameter values, Epochs and Learning Rate. Both the models are built and have been
effectively trained on 87000 images of American Sign Language dataset.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
There has been tremendous evolution in Deep Learning and Machine Learning from the
year of its discovery in 1950’s till now in the current execution of day-to-day to life. Post
discoveries of Machine learning & Deep Neural Network(DNN) every industry tried
incorporating the features of Machine Learning & DNN and use of it to improve and
develop themselves. Trying and convincing the world about its benefits and advancements
in machine intelligence, prediction, data analysis and many more. Having said that in
today’s world major tech companies, they have tout deep learning by show casing it is
used in driving transformation of self-driven cars, virtual assistants and more. As said by
author in his article (Dong, 2017), where he tried to emphasize on evolution of Machine
Learning and where he mentioned in his article, Major tech companies have started
building to use their own centralized platforms with end-to-end functionality and actively
reoriented themselves around AI and machine learning. Furthermore, he mentioned the
approach for machine learning structure is still same which happens in three stages: data
processing, model building and deployment & monitoring from the time it was
developed. And he also mentioned Deep Learning is a subcategory of machine learning
that use combination of different layers known as neural network to understand and learn
complex relationships between the input data used and the resulted output data.
Moreover in an article published by Forbes (Marr, 2016), the author said Deep Learning is
one of the biggest things happening and used in the current world. Author said, Deep
Neural Network is based on the concept of ANN(Artificial Neural Network), where it’s main
focus is to build a computational system or machine that mimic the same way human
brain interacts or functions, and he said over the past years many researchers and tech
companies have tried building such systems. But he said it is not 100 % sure that
computers will start to think like we human does even after using deep learning. But it will
help to recognize and learn things which are beyond human reach and completely left in
the realm of human perception.
8

To use Machine Learning and Deep Neural Network many tools, languages where
developed and used over the years, moreover to develop any machine learning or deep
neural network model/ system in any language or tool it require necessary libraries, which
is a collected sources of information and resources to perform certain action or provide
accessibility to desired functionalities. Without libraries developing machine learning &
DNN models would get complex including more hardcore coding. Therefore, my aim of
this research is to understand the use of different Libraries in Model building and their
resulting outputs.

1.2 Exploring the Concepts:
There is no doubt Machine Learning and Deep Neural Network model requires many
different libraries for its execution and model building. There are tons of libraries written,
and we can choose hundreds of libraries based on our requirements, skills, and
customization. Reason why libraries are the most important for Machine Learning and
DNN model building, because the algorithms which are the core of Machine Learning are
very complex and include lot of maths and writing them on own would be the most
difficult task. But out there, many smart people have written these complex algorithms for
us which we called them as libraries. In an article published by “Stack Abuse”, author
mentioned about few and the relevant libraries which are used for Machine Learning and
Deep Neural Network model building. Below are few of the most used libraries which
author has discussed in his article.
➢ TensorFlow: It was developed by “Google Brain”, which is the newest neural network
library used by hundreds of data scientist and engineers. TensorFlow is an API which
allows us to express our computation as a data flow graph, which is suitable for solving
complex problems. It also has flexible architecture to deploy multiple CPU’s or GPU’s
in a desktop without writing the code again,
➢

Scikit-learn: Being one of the most popular libraries among all the languages. It has
huge number of features for data analysis and data mining making the top choice for
data scientists and researchers. Its built-on top of popular libraries such as NumPy,
SciPy and matplotlib which most of us familiar with. As author has mentioned based
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on his research and study it tends towards lower level and acts as the foundation for
ML implementations.
➢ Theano: This library allows the person to define, optimize, and evaluate mathematical
expressions involving multi-dimensional arrays. Theano also integrates NumPy. It is
also fast and painless to set up because of the transparent use of GPU’s.
➢ Keras: It is a Open source python library for developing and evaluating Deep Neural
Network Libraries models. Keras gives an upper hand to use the numerical
computation libraries Theano and TensorFlow within it efficiently. And it allows to train
the Neural Network models in only few lines of code.
➢ Pyevolve: This library provides a framework to build and execute genetic algorithms
Where genetic algorithms are basically just a search heuristic that mimics the natural
selection process. It is also used to test the neural network performance based on the
fitness score.
➢ Fast.ai: Fastai library simplifies training fast and provides users with high-level
components which quickly and easily provide the results in deep neural network. It
also extends supports for vision, text, tabular and collaborative filtering methods.
➢ TFLearn: This library is a transparent and modular deep learning library built on top
of TensorFlow. It provides high level API to TensorFlow to speed-up experimentations.
➢ Other Notable Libraries: There are few more libraries which are Nilearn, Statsmodels,
PyBrain, Fuel, Bob, skdata, REP and many more. Where some of the libraries
functionality as those mentioned and described above.
One more researcher name Dan Clark said and gave a few lines definition about the few
top listed Libraries which are used for Machine Learning and Deep Neural Network Model
Building (Clark, 2018). Author also described his key intention and reason of his research
was to identify which library has how much number of Contributors, Commits and Stars,
where he was able to list down the libraries based on counts from higher to lower and
based on his research we can have the whole information in a single glance in the Figure
mentioned below which plotted by the author in terms of commits with respect to
contributors.
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Figure 1: Top Machine Learning and Deep Neural Network Libraries (Clark, 2018).

1.3 Current Research:
From the above insights based on the list of top libraries which can be used for Machine
learning and Deep Neural Network, my main approach for this research is to develop
Model using one of the two top used libraries in the current world by Tech Companies,
Researcher and Data Scientists are Fast.ai and Keras + TensorFlow Libraries.
Where my main motive is to compare between these two libraries which are Fast.ai and
Keras + TensorFlow. And these comparisons would be done based on the whole end-toend process from data processing -to- modelling -to- result evaluation. Where this endto-end process would perform on image data on which I would building an Image
Classification model developed for both the Libraries i.e., using Fast.ai and Keras +
TensorFlow. Intentions behind doing this research is to understand both the process,
architecture and identify which Library is more accurate, fast, easy to implement on image
data.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, I have covered and break the contents down into two major sections. First
section 2.1, where I focused and shed some light on the concepts about the research I did,
lessons learned and a brief understanding how these concepts work. In Section 2.2, I have
explored and explained in detail, how the previous research was carried out by data scientists
& researchers, helping understand about their research to develop my own study.

2.1 Background:
There has been tremendous increase and advancement in Fast.ai and Keras Libraries
over

the past few years, where Fast.ai documentation is very limited as compared to

Keras Library documentation. And to understand both the libraries separately, author’s
focus is to have some basic study on both libraries and build a comparison research
topic between them. Where I have separated them into two categories of study which
he has elaborated below Image Classification which includes both libraries use and
explanation.

Image Classification: It is said and proved by many Data Scientists in their research
over the past years, that Convolution Neural Network (CNN) is the best Deep Neural
Network model for image classification or object detection. And there are many
reasons for why it is best, as said by an author in his research, in CNNs, the weights of
the Convolution layer being used for feature extraction as well as fully connected layer
being used for classification which are determined during training process (Samer
Hijazi, 2015). He even mentioned that, more improved network layer of CNNs even
lead to memory saving and computation complexity.

2.1.1 Fast.AI study: Data Scientist, Jeremy Howard who is founder Fast.ai library which is
written in Python language, where he developed a fast.ai forum with all the courses
which includes setup guides for each platform(os, mac, and linux) and details from the
scratch (Howard, 2020). For image classification using CNN model he has defined the
basic workflow

in only few lines of code around 10 Lines which includes from

downloading the data into the repository till evaluating the model. Intention behind
this and main reason for building Fast.ai Library which he described in his article
12

(Howard, 2017), to make easy access to the students so that they will be able to solve
their most challenging and important problem, to transform their industries and
organisations, and go far beyond that not only limiting to education.
And this Fast.ai library was ready and available to be used on pytorch environment. In
his article, “Jeremy Howard” mentioned the reason why he opted to choose pytorch
rather than choosing keras and tensorflow, because keras and tensorflow both were
changing dynamic and unnecessarily complex and not suitable for implementing
dynamic teaching force. On the other side as author mentioned, pytorch allowed
students to use all the flexibility and capability of regular python code to build and
train networks, were able to tackle a much wider range of problems. Additionally, it
helps the students to understand what is going in each algorithm. New things which I
learned and understood throughout the course Fast.ai course Part V1 that are:
1. Fast.ai & Transfer Learning: Fast.ai is a likeness to transfer learning which
helps coder to achieve great results in a short period of time.
2. The Universal Approximation Theorem: That means we can approximate
any function in one hidden layer in feed forward neural network.
3. Neural Network [Design & Architecture]: The architecture which was in
highlight throughout the course was ResNet34 and ResNet50, which can be
used for many image classification and object detection.
4. Loss Function: It is graph plot which has bumpy and flat surface, based on
which we identify the best learning and the best practice is to identify the
learning rate in flat or place which is gradually starting to take rise rather on
the bumpy area which we will not be able to generalise well. And from the
figure below I can say that learning rate le-04 would be the best learning rate
to retrain the model.

FIGURE 2: Loss landscape (by author).
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5. Training: Helped to understand combination for best tweaks that are Weight
Initialisation, Hyperparameter setting, Model fitting/fine tuning.
A researcher from Singapore (Karim, 2019), he wrote in an article about the features
and shared about his experience what are basic and important features, neural network
architecture, optimizers, loss functions, hyperparameters, and tasks can be achieved
using Fast.ai and he mentioned why Fast.ai library is good compared to other libraries
for model building. Based on which I was personally able to develop an Image
Classification CNN model which is further explained in detail with more every line code,
model evaluation and result interpretation.
2.1.2 Keras Study: It is deep learning API written in Python, which used TensorFlow as a
running platform. Keras + TensorFlow Library is on the top and used by the greatest
number of people for building any machine learning or deep neural network model
compared with other libraries. There are more documents and articles compared to
other libraries, for the people with zero knowledge about it i.e., how to build a neural
network model from the scratch. It was developed neural network engineer “ Francois
Chollet” as part of the research effort of project ONEIROS (Open-ended NeuroElectronic Intelligent Robot Operating System). In the article developed by Keras
(Odyssey, 2019), they have explained what is Keras and TensorFlow in a very simple
language which can be easily understand by a Novice person. Author has explained
what about the first contact with keras, what are its core structure i.e. Layers and
Models. His article has guidelines, including developer guides, keras API reference &
code examples. Using this guidelines and simple core structure many researchers were
able to build efficient models. These guidelines and course have helped me to develop
a CNN model in keras for image classification. And understood that every model in
Keras is either build using Sequential Class representing the linear stacks of layers, or
the functional Model Class which is more customizable for model building.
One researcher shared his knowledge and experience through his tutorial, where he
explained in detail every single step which includes 1. Setup for TensorFlow, 2.
Preparing the Data and Pre-processing Data, 3. Building the Model, 4. Compiling the
Model, 5. Training the Model, 6. Using the Model, and 7. Tuning the Model (Zhou,
2019) which has helped me to build an efficient CNN model for Image Classification.
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Tutorial named Keras Tutorial: The Ultimate Beginner’s Guide to Deep Learning in
Python (EliteDataScience, 2019) has also given a step-by-step explanation about CNN
implementation. Learning from these tutorials and article, I understood how the
architecture of CNN looks and works. Below is the representation for the same.

FIGURE 3: CNN Implementation Architecture (missinglink.ai, 2019).

First layer is the Input Layer were the data is inputted which has some desired pixel
size, then it is pre-processed which is called Reshaped as per our own requirement for
better model execution.
Then this Reshaped data is pass on to the Convolution layer that extracts the feature
from new data source image where it works as a input for the pooling layer. A Pooling
layer that downsamples each feature to reduce its dimensionality and focus on the
most important elements using the Sequential.add(MaxPool2D()) function. And which
is then further connected to a Fully Connected Layer which flattens the feature
identified in the previous layers into a vector, and predicts probabilities that the image
belongs to each one of several possible labels and these Fully connected layers uses
Sequential.add(Dense)) in which we define the count of all unique features. After all the
desired features are extracted it is then used to train the model and do the predictions.
There are few researchers who explained in depth about these important layers in their
blogs and article, one researcher (Yung, 2017) did a pictorial representation how the
layers work and what it does which is illustrated below.
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FIGURE 4: Pictorial Representation of CNN Architecture (by author).
One more researcher explained the architecture (missinglink.ai, 2019), but his key
intention was to give a background about tuning neural network, and how neural
network hyperparameter works in his article.

2.2 Discussions:
Enormous debate and discussions have been done between many Data Scientists and
Researchers over Fast.ai and Keras libraries which is best, more efficient for machine
learning and deep neural network model building. A group of two data scientists
presented their insights what should be the first deep learning framework Keras or
Fast.ai (Piotr Migdal, 2018). Even they mentioned, Keras in high-level API and Fast.ai
is low-level API. They stated the ease of use and flexibility, saying Keras is more
complex in writing the codes for neural network layers, whereas Fast.ai gives the user
more freedom to write down their own custom layers additionally it gives the coder to
develop more complex architectures with use of full Python power. They even tried to
16

have detailed idea which library is more popular among the people, where they find
out both are popular; but Keras has more documentation and papers on GitHub and
arXiv compared to Fast.ai documentations which they illustrated in the below.

FIGURE 5: Amount of Documentation based on ML Libraries (Piotr Migdal, 2018).

They even expressed, which library requires more debugging and introspection, which
library provides Cross-platform portability, Exporting models and their Performance.
Multiple thread discussion were happened, where many smart and research people
gave their personal opinion, in that a software engineer who had an experience (over
10years) he rated Fast.ai(Pytorch) and Keras as good or not (marcjschmidt, 2017),
stating 1*- below average, 2*- average , 3*- above average

FIGURE 6: Fast.ai(Pytorch) VS Keras good or not rating (marcjschmidt, 2017).
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Where he also explained his perception by explaining each point in detail about the
above Figure in the discussion thread.
In the paper by the author, where he said “Fast.ai 1.0 for PyTorch: There’s Nothing
Better Out There” (Zhang, 2018), he put forth other researchers work in his blog and
referencing them. He said Fast.ai provides single consistent API which is built on
PyTorch to other common data types and deep learning applications. With Fastai, the
same API can be used to run various tasks such as Vision, Text, Tabular data etc, and
most other libraries in the market need different set of code writing to call different
APIs based on the type of the applications. Founder of Fast.ai “Jeremy Howard”
mentioned few points in the discussion thread of Fast.ai Forums (Howard, 2019), where
he said there is only one library which is just like Fast.ai that is Keras. And to identify
the alikeness between them; he conducted a small practical test using same Dog Vs
Cat image dataset to identify differences. Where he said for Fast.ai he used Pretrained
models which have millions of data specs stored in it which are ResNet34, ResNet50
for model training and in Keras he used the conventional traditional way to build the
neural network. And with his small experiment he put forth the below result which can
be seen in the table below.

FIGURE 7: Comparison Result of Pretrained Fastai Model Vs Keras Conventional
style neural network model (Zhang, 2018).
“Jeremy Howard” explained his experimentation, by saying Fast.ai took half of the
training time compared to keras, the number of lines of code is very less compared to
keras. He said, “31 Lines of Keras take lot of decisions, tuning hyperparameters,
adjusting Configuration and most important to know all these things to get best
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results”. And to overcome this long writing code of lines, he developed Fast.ai library
not just for learning but to put software in productions at faster rate.
A researcher from Nashua(New Hampshire) (Terra, 2020), he wrote a beautiful blog in
very simple words, where he elaborated his understanding about the popular Deep
Learning Frameworks making Comparison between Pytorch Vs Keras Vs Tensorflow.
In his blog he explained from the base, explaining about the “What is Deep Learning?”,
“What is Keras?”, “What is Pytorch?”, and “What is Tensorflow?”. Reason he described
these at first place, so that it could work as a refresher and understand individual library
separately before making any comparison. Later he made the actual comparison in his
blog, he described “Pytorch Vs TensorFlow” mentioning Pytorch is famous among the
researchers because of its flexibility, short training time and debugging capabilities
and it runs on all three platform Linux, Mac, and Windows. Whereas TensorFlow is
famous in between industry researchers and professionals, because it provides better
visualization, which gives developer an upper hand and better way to track training
process. Additionally, he also said TensorFlow is a Framework altogether, other than
Pytorch does not gives any framework, developers use Django or flask as a back-end
server. He described the comparison between “Pytorch Vs Keras” saying Pytorch is
more like of their king by the Mathematicians and experienced, whereas Keras is better
suited for developers so that they can build their own custom models as per need and
requirements. And concluding his research, he mentioned Fast.ai works on Pytorch
and Keras on TensorFlow. To give a wholesome answer and easy reference he prepared
a chart which breaks the features of Keras Vs PyTorch Vs TensorFlow.

FIGURE 8: Comparison Feature Chart Keras Vs PyTorch Vs TensorFlow (Terra,
2020).
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CHAPTER 3: Methodology
Convolution Neural Network
The reason to have this chapter separately because, I wanted to give a wholesome
view about the Convolution Neural Network(CNN) architecture and set of Import
Libraries used for both Fast.ai and Keras CNN model building.

3.1 ARCHITECTURE:

FIGURE 9: Convolution Neural Network Architecture (Saha, 2018).

The above CNN architecture is same for every Image Classification model. But only
thing changes is the amount of Hidden Layer which we want to define as per our
requirement to improve model accuracy and get better results.
A Convolution Neural Network is a Deep Learning algorithm which takes Image as an
input and assign weights to various features in the image so it would be able to
differentiate from one another. To assign weights to the image it is called preprocessing in general terms, and this pre-processing is called ConvNet. Why do we
need pre-processing of the image? it is nothing but a matrix of pixel value. So rather
assigning weights to the image, we can directly flatten the image and then use it has
for classification as shown in the below Figure.
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FIGURE 10: Image Flattening from 3x3 matrix to 9x1 vector (Saha, 2018).
And if we do the flattening of the image as depicted above, we will be able to build a
classification model, but not that efficient which we require and expect. Flattening of
image is good for binary images, not for prediction of complex images with higher
pixel value because precision score tends to be very poor. ConvNet can capture Spatial
and Temporal features in the image, and it possible after the network is trained to
understand the image better.

FIGURE 11: 4x4x3 RGB Image (Saha, 2018).
In the Figure, it is an RGB image which can be differentiated based on the colour Red,
Green, and Blue. There are even more forms of images HSV, CMYK, Grayscale etc. So,
the role of the ConvNet is to capture and retain details, which means reducing the size
of the image without losing any feature, as they are very much important for good
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prediction. And to carry out this first process in CNN is called Kernel defined as K which
is a filtering process to extract features in an image.
The Kernel moves/ shifts over the input image based on the kernel value and the stride
length forming a Matrix. The filter moves to right with a certain Stride value till it parses
the entire width. Then it moves down to the start from left of the image with same
stride value till parsing the entire image width and this process is kept on repeating
until the whole image is traversed into multiple matrixes. Then these matrixes are
summed up and passed as the output to the Convoluted layer. The Kernel Layer is
limited and responsible to extract only low-level features. Main objective of CNN layer
is to extract high-level features, which can give us the wholesome understanding of
the image which can be result for better prediction.
To extract high-level of features there is one process called understanding the
dimension, convoluted layer is responsible for dimensionality changes which is, either
the dimensionality is reduced compared to the input or dimensionality is increased or
remains the same. This can be achieved by applying Valid Padding where we use the
Kernel Matrix value to perform the operation or by applying Same Padding where we
use the Image matrix and on it apply the kernel to get a convoluted matrix. Padding
is used to add necessary frames to the image which gives more space to the kernel to
cover the image and get more accurate results.
Once padding is completed Pooling layer is used, where pooling layer is responsible
to decrease the computational power which is required to process the data. And it is
decreased by Dimensionality- reduction, by extracting the dominant features which
are positional invariant and rotational, for training the model efficiently while
maintaining the process. There are two types of Pooling Max Pooling and Average
Pooling. Max Pooling gives the maximum feature values, of the image covered by the
Kernel. Whereas Average Pooling gives the average of the feature values, of the image
covered by the Kernel. Max Pooling is considered better than Average Pooling, reason
Max Pooling works as Noise Suppressant, it removes the noisy activation along with
dimensionality-reduction.
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FIGURE 12: Types of Pooling (Saha, 2018).
Once all the above process is successfully completed and our model is able to
understand the features. We would then flatten the final output and process it to the
neural network for classification. Flattening is done to convert the image into column
vector which got from the Multi-Level Perceptron. The Flattened output is fed into the
Fully Connected Layer which is simply feed forward neural network and back
propagation is applied to continuously resample the gradient of the model parameter
in the opposite direction to find the minimum local differentiable function.

FIGURE 13: Fully Connected Layer (Saha, 2018).
Then the CNN model is trained over the desired number of epochs, then our model
will be able to distinguish between high-level and certain low-level features and
classify them in using activation function. Activation Function is a node that put at end
or between of the network layer, to help our neural network to learn complex patterns
in the image and predict the result. In 2019, a researcher (Basaveswara, 2019)
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published an article how Convolution Neural Network architecture in simple language
with pictorial representation.

3.2 IMPORT LIBRARIES:
Number of different import libraries are required, for completion and performing
desired action. I have mentioned the basic import libraries with basic definition below
which are required for both Keras and Fast.AI CNN Model building

3.2.1 Keras Libraries:
For building any model or application using Keras, we should have better knowledge
about the libraries. Reason, it does not give the advance feature like Fast.ai library
where with using import * we can build the applications. There are hundreds of
libraries available to perform only the desired action for which they are developed.
Keras runs on the TensorFlow framework for better execution and better
visualization. I have listed down the Libraries required for simple Convolution Neural
Network image classification model.
❖ import numpy : It is an array-processing package, provide high performance
multi-dimensional array object and tools to work on arrays.
❖ import os : This library provides function to interact with operating system.
❖ import cv2 : This library is used in Python bindings to solve computer vision
problems. It helps to convert image data into array and makes the process of
integration easier for other process like NumPy, SciPy and Matplotlib.
❖ import pickle : It is used for serializing and de-serializing python object
structures, where it converts objects like dict, list, etc. into bytes of 0 and 1 known
as pickling.
❖ from tqdm import tqdm : It gives support for nested loops in Jupyter notebook
and Python.
❖ import matplotlib.pyplot as plt : It is function which allows Matplotlib to work
as MATLAB. And its main function is to allow plotting function.
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❖ from keras.models import Sequential: This library is used to define the class
which is a linear stack of layer, and which helps to define the layers in the
constructor and create a sequential model.
❖ from tensorflow.keras.layers import Conv2D, MaxPooling2D : This library
helps to create the first layer of Convolution Neural Network which helps to
extract the features from the image.
❖ from tensorflow.keras.layers import Dense, Dropout, Activation, Flatten:
This library helps to build the Fully Connected Layer and Activation layer. And
later it helps neural network to understand complex pattern in the images and
predict results.
❖ from tensorflow.keras.callbacks import TensorBoard : This library allows
coder with additional feature to visualize the model more accurately and
understand more about it.

3.2.2 Fast.AI Libraries:
Fast.ai allows the coder to import libraries with “*” which is, it gives a benefit to
the coder to import all the necessary required libraries in one go, instead of
importing the libraries one by one as per the need or the coding requires.
It support two different approaches which is, standard production approaches
doesn’t work on import * they need to define every import library, on the side
for example MATLAB it opposite of standard approach it has everything within
all the time where we don’t even have to import things.
And with Fast.ai library both the process can be followed, where we can use
library with import * as well as import only the required libraries. While working
in Jupyter Notebook Fast.ai allows us to import libraries as per the task
production task we are doing that is either working or Text, Tabular, Vision, or
Collaborative Filtering applications. Below is the list of very important libraries to
perform the above application tasks:
❖ from fastai import * : This library allows the coder to start and use the Fast.ai
Library.
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❖ from fastai.vision import * : This library is used to build Vision application
model to do Image Classification, object detection and image segmentation etc.
It is used to perform Neural Network activities.
❖ from fastai.text import * : This library is used to build Text classification model
or Natural Language Processing model.
❖ from fastai.tabular import * : This library is used to deal with Tabular or
Structured data .
❖ from fastai.collab import * : This library is used to train model to perform
collaborative filtering tasks.
These are the basic and important libraries required to build the applications.

3.3 HYPERPARAMETERS :
Hyperparameters are the key functions which helps to increase the model efficiency
and accuracy. Tuning and choosing the correct hyperparameter for our model will help
to build a great model, in simple words hyperparameter is a parameter whose value is
used to control learning process. Hyperparameter helps to determine how our model
will get train and how it will begin the training session, for example in CNN passing
the batch_size = 32 determines we are letting our model to take 32 samples of data
for every iteration till completes the whole model training process.
In this research, our approach to build both the model(Fast.ai & Keras) with similar
kind of structure to have a better comparison.
Below are the important hyperparameters required for basic CNN model building (for
both Fast.ai and Keras).

3.3.1 Hyperparameters for Keras:
1. Batch_size() : To define the number of examples per iteration.
2. Size : To specify the same image size for every image data.
3. nn.Sequential() : It defines a container and the layers are processed as they are
defined in the constructor.
4. Conv2d : This parameter is used to define the number of filters; our neural network
model will learn.
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5. Kernel : To define the image matrix size to extract features to cover the image.
6. Stride : To define the number of pixels it should skip, in the convolution process.
7. Padding : Padding is used to add any extra frames to support the kernel.
8. Shape[] : To return the shape of the array with the number of elements per
dimension.
9. Activation Function: The purpose of activation function of a layer defines the
output of that layer as a given input or set of inputs. Activation Function adds nonlinearity to the neural network. Below are the types of activation function used in
neural networks.
❖ ReLU: Replaces all the negative values with zeros and uses only positive
values in the neural network.
❖ Tanh: This function is used for classification between two classes.
❖ Sigmoid: This function is also used for binary classification 0 and 1.
❖ SoftMax: This function is used when our neural network classifier has a
problem to deal with multi-classifier by assigning the instance to one class
when the possible count of classes is more than one or two.
10. MaxPooling2D : This parameter helps to cover the maximum input(features)
representation of the image covered by the filter(Kernel). MaxPooling is done to
avoid over-fitting by reducing the number of extracted features.
11. Dropout : This function is used to avoid and prevent the neural network from overfitting. Reason the inputs are randomly subsampled, it has the effect of thinning
the neural network or reducing the capacity of the network while training.
12. Flatten() : Loss Functions requires a vector form of data, not tensor of multiple
dimensions. Flatten parameter helps to convert multiple dimension data into single
vector form of data.
13. Loss_func : This parameter is used to optimize the Neural network and it is used
to measure how good our model does the prediction. Types of loss functions are
“Cross entropy, Sparse categorical crossentropy, mean squared error”.
14. Optimizer : Optimizer is used to improve the accuracy and get results faster; it is
a method where the attributes such as weights and learning rate is changed to
reduce the losses. There are 7 different types of optimizer which we can use in our
neural network. These 7 optimizers has be explained by a researcher, she has given
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some valuable insights about the optimizers by defining her goal (Khandelwal,
2019), how optimizers help to improve the results and what are the main roles of
these optimizers and their main work in neural network.
15. Callbacks : This function is used at a given stages of procedure, that includes
stopping of the model when you reach to the best accuracy of the model ,
adjusting the learning rate, and saving the model at a particular checkpoint after
successful epoch. Keras Documentation have detail list of Callbacks function which
we can use in our model implementation (Odyssey, 2019).
16. Metrics : Metrics parameter is used to evaluate the Deep neural network
performance.

3.3.2 Hyperparameters for Fast.AI:
1. Batch_size() : To define the number of examples per iteration.
2. Size : To specify the same image size for every image data.
3. nn.Sequential() : It defines a container and the layers are processed as they are
defined in the constructor.
4. Conv2d : This parameter is used to define the number of filters; our neural network
model will learn.
5. Kernel : To define the image matrix size to extract features to cover the image.
6. Stride : To define the number of pixels it should skip, in the convolution process.
7. Padding : Padding is used to add any extra frames to support the kernel.
8. nn.BatchNorm2d() : It is used to normalize the 4D input data, for accelerating
deep neural network training by reducing the internal covariate shift. An internal
covariate shift tends to occur when there is change in the input distribution of our
neural network.
9. nn.ReLU() : This parameter is used to add non-linearity to our network. It improves
the effectiveness of our CNN model. ReLU replaces all the negative value with zero
as it deals with only positive value in the neural network.
10. Flatten() : Loss Functions requires a vector form of data, not tensor of multiple
dimensions. Flatten parameter helps to convert multiple dimension data into single
vector form of data.
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11. Loss_func : This parameter is used to optimize the Neural network and it is used
to measure how good our model does the prediction. Types of loss functions are
“Cross entropy, Sparse categorical crossentropy, mean squared error”.
12. ResBlock() : This is a feature in Fast.ai which is basically a resnet block which has
bag of tricks for image classification in convolution neural network. ResBlock() is
used to skip connection to get faster results. Researcher “Yuanrui”, in his article
explained why ResBlock is faster and helps to get better results with their
experiment showing difference in smoothness of model with and without ResBlock
module (Dong, 2019).
These are the basic building blocks or called as hyperparameters required for building
a CNN model using Fast.ai Library. There are many other parameters which can used
as per our need and model building, and detailed explanation is given for every
parameter by the PyTorch community (Contributors, 2019).

CHAPTER 4: MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 DATASET :
The data used for this research contains images of American Sign Language,
which was extracted and downloaded from IEEE website (Manuel Eugenio,
2020). The dataset contains 29 folders of images for 26 alphabets with three
more additional folders of space, del and nothing having in total of 87000
images, where each folder contains 3000 set of images. These 87000 images
used for training and building two different Image Classification model for
comparison, one with Fast.ai library and other with Keras Library for this project.
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FIGURE 14: Snapshot of American Sign Language Dataset (Manuel Eugenio, 2020)

4.2 DATA PRE-PROCESSING:
The tool used to carry out the whole process for image classification is done in Jupyter
Notebook (Python Programming). Jupyter Notebook is open source used for building
Machine Learning and Deep Neural Network application, developed by “Fernando
Perez” which includes 100s of Kernel created in it and supporting dozens of
Programming Language. There has been a blog about “Why Jupyter is data scientist’s
computational notebook of choice” (Perkel, 2018) letting us know about its advance
features and use for Data Exploration.
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Once the dataset was extracted and downloaded from the source link, it was not as
per our requirement it still needed some changes and pre-processing, so our data is
in the exact machine-readable format ahead of training our Image Classification
model. As our research is developed on two different libraries the data pre-processing
approach for both libraries is different which is been explained in detail below.

4.2.1 Data Pre-processing in Keras:
The main challenge is to pre-process all 87000 images which are stored in 29 different
folders. In keras it becomes little difficult and extra line of writing code to store it in
new variable.

FIGURE 15: Image Data Pre-processing in Keras (by author).
Above Figures represents, how data pre-processing for images is done in Keras. To
build an actual dataset out of these 29 folders of data, firstly we must define the
dataset directory of our dataset along with the all the folders name as list of categories
stored in a variable. Then the index value is defined for every folder of images and
these index values would be used for prediction of new set of image data.
Once the all the category has been assigned with index value, which basically works as
labels for image data as per the folders they are stored in. It is then iterated over every
image per category for which “tqdm” library which supports to run nested loop in
Jupyter notebook.
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Then these image data are “resized” as per our need for efficient training of the model
and to convert the image data into array, we have used “CV2” to resize the image and
stored in a new variable. To complete the whole process of pre-processing and to get
the final product of data which is used for training is obtained by “reshape” reshaping
the array is the necessity, to convert the one-dimensional array into two-dimensional
array without changing the data. This data pre-processing for 87000 images was a very
time-consuming process.

4.2.2 Data Pre-processing in Fast.ai :
Pre-processing in Fast.ai is much easier and less complicated compared to Keras and
then line of code is even less. Like Keras we do not have to follow the whole process
as shown in FIGURE15 fast.ai. It simply starts with specifying the directory or the path
of our actual dataset stored in our system and stored it in the variable.
Once it is stored in a variable, we then pre-process the data using a function name
“ImageDataBunch.from_folder”. In this function we pass some important
parameters which includes the directory path where our dataset is stored,
batch_size(bs), get_transforms(), size, valid_pct and normalize (using pretrained
model). ImageDataBunch.from_folder function performs 4 important things with
these parameters.
1) batch_size(bs): Used to pass the number of training data used for one iteration for
e.g. bs = 8, 8 data samples will be used in every iteration.
2) get_transforms(): Horizontal flipping, Padding and Cropping these techniques are
commonly used in neural network for image classification. These techniques help
to avoid overfitting and generalizing of data in a better when collecting any new
data. And all these activities are performed by using get_transforms() function in
fast.ai which lets us to choose standard set of transforms for the images and
captures the necessary features of the image which are required.
3) valid_pct(): For training any model we need training and testing data. And if we
are using validation set to tune any hyperparameters, it is necessary to have test
set to get the result. But here in this line of code we are not tuning the
hyperparameter of the model, we can say that we are using 77000 samples for
training, 5000 samples for testing and 5000 samples for validation set.
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ImageDataBunch function gives an advantage which allows us to load the data and
split data if it is stored in the same format and assign the label as per the folder
name to the data in which it is stored.
4) normalize: Normalize the dataset is the must task, Fast.ai allows to use this function
with pretrained model “imagenet_stats”. The main reason to use pretrained model
it has 14 million images stored in it, so it helps every network layer to identify
features like edges and centre of the image which are useful image classification. A
blog in 2020 (Suresh, 2020), was published related to image classification with some
simple description, how data pre-processing is done in fast.ai and why it is
important step for the better classification.

4.3 MODELS:
Convolution Neural Network is a network which is a combination of multiple network
layers over another. It is one of the complex neural network layers if its functions are
not described properly. The purpose of using this neural network is to develop image
classification, segmentation, and object detection models. CNN is mainly used to
extract important features from the image data without losing any necessary data from
it, that is focusing on the smaller portions of the image.
As our approach is to build CNN models for Image Classification using American Sign
Language dataset. Using the two most famous libraries one CNN model with Fast.ai
library and another CNN model with Keras Library. And not make this practical
comparison complex, I have built simple models covering most of the neural network
aspects. To make the differentiation easy to understand, and have built both the
models with similar structure which is been elaborated below:

4.3.1 Keras CNN Model:
In this model I have kept most of the values as default, which means I have not
specified the kernel, stride, padding value to evaluate the model accuracy with
default and no hyperparameter tuned values. With a combination of 11 layers in
it.
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1. Firstly, I defined the model with sequential() function which is constructor and
within this constructor the layers are specified basically neural networks function
layers, which will process in the sequence as they are defined in the constructor.
2. Within the constructor, the first layer is the Conv2D layer in which we have
specify the filter size, kernel size, stride, padding value. Where the I defined filter
value as 64, as it is considered as a best practice to start the layer with filter
values either with 32 or 64 because first layer learn fewer convolutional filters
while deeper layers learn more filters, so at the deeper layers filter size can be
set as 128 and 256. As the image dataset is a two-dimensional data, I have
specified the kernel size as (3, 3) which a default value for 2D image data with
stride value= 1 and padding = 0.
Followed by the Activation layer, it used for allowing us to supply a function
specifying the name of the activation function, as I have use ReLU as an
Activation Function, where it’s main purpose is to add non-linearity to the
network layer to convert the negative values with zeros and use positive values.
Continuing to it, MaxPooling layer is added with the pool size = (2, 2), used to
reduce the spatial dimensions of the output layer over the maximum pooling
window size 2 x 2 to extract features from the image.
3. Then defined the Conv2D layer with the filter value = 128 to learn the more
features. Again, continued with Activation layer ‘ReLU’ function and MaxPooling
layer used to reduce to the spatial dimensions of the output layer.
4. Next layer used in Flatten() layer, as our output from the above layers is in the
form of 2D array. To proceed further Flatten function is used to convert this 2D
array into single vector form of data.
5. And added with Dense layer with a layer size as 64, these dense layers are deeply
connected layer(Fully Connected Layer).
6. Following again with one more Dense Layer with value as the 29 which is same
as the count of labels in the dataset, this layer works as input data layer and
return the output connected to the Activation layer, with the activation function
“sigmoid” specified in it which is used for classification and it is the end of the
neural network layer.
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7. In the next layer I compiled my model using the Loss, optimizer, and metrics to
evaluate the model accuracy.
8. As all my neural network are specified as per my necessity, I later fit my model
with my train and test data with epoch = 10 , validation_split=0.3 and Callbacks
= tensorboard to evaluate my models loss value, accuracy with a graph plots to
visualize the insights.
9. To increase the efficiency of my model even more with better results I tried
tuning my models hyperparameter by changing few parameter values and for
loop for iteration of my neural network layers.
10. Where I explicitly specified the dense_layers = [0,1,2], layer_sizes = [32, 64, 128]
and conv_layers = [1, 2, 3], with for loop for dense_layers, layer_sizes and
conv_layers for all the neural network where the network layer executes for 3
times till the for loop is not completed. And given below is the neural network
created after executing the for loop.

FIGURE 16: Convolution Neural Network Layers (by author).
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4.3.2 Fast.AI CNN Model:
Compared to keras CNN model, Fast.ai CNN model is simple with less lines of
code. I have used the default parameter values for Fast.ai CNN Model to
evaluate the model accuracy with default values. With a similar structure like
Keras but with few other functions in it.
1. Firstly, I defined a conv function with default kernel, stride, and padding value
explicitly which will be used for throughout for every conv layer with the neural
network to extract features of the image.
2. The model starts with defining the sequential() layer to ensure the layers
mentioned in the sequential constructor are processed in the order they are
mentioned to avoid complexion in the Neural Network.
3. The primary layer defined in the constructor is conv layer to define channel
inputs for the network layer, following with BatchNorm() layer used to
normalize the input data, as they are randomly subsampled and there are
chances the data is not distributed properly and to reduce internal covariate
shift batchnorm function is used.
4. After the input data gets normalize, I just an Activation Function as a next layer
in the neural network to convert the negative values to zero and proceed with
only positive values as the input features.
5. To increase the model efficiency, I have used the same three layers i.e. conv,
batchnorm, and activation function layer with different filters values upto 128
filters enabling the network layer to extract and learn more features.
6. And ended the network layer with Flatten() function layer to convert all the
data from other network layer which are in two-dimensional form into single
vector form.
7.

This single vector data is used to train my model and help it learn about the
extracted features, with few functions passed along with it which are
loss_function and metrics to evaluate the model accuracy.

8. Figure 17 shows the total number of neural networks used to learn the model
with the default optimizer and further model is fit to train on the data.
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9. To fit a model with optimal accuracy, it’s a best practice to identify the learning
rate, which can be identified with the help of model.lr_find() to plot a graph
which indicates and help to select the best learning rate.
10. Defining the best learning helps to achieve the best accuracy and result for the
model.

FIGURE 17: Neural Network Layers to train Fast.ai Model (by author).
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11. I have further tuned the hyperparameters of Fast.ai model by creating a
deeper neural network using Residual Learning Block (ResBlock) to increase
the model accuracy. ResBlock() function helps to get the results faster and
neural network is trained on the network twice of the actual neural network.
ResBlock() adds the output value of previous conv layer to the next conv layer
which helps to model to learn more and get better accuracy.

FIGURE 18: Residual Learning Block (ResBlock) (Dong, 2019).

12. Figure 18 is the perfect example how ResBlock() function works and how it
adds output value of previous conv layer to the next conv layer, which
basically the increase the size of the neural network layer.
13. Then further create a Learner model, by specifying few functions within it i.e.
network model, loss_function and metrics.
14. This Learner helps to identify the best learning rate. Using the best learning
rate model is fit with few epochs to evaluate and get the best accuracy.

CHAPTER 5: EVALUATION
To compare and get insights which library is more efficient with better accuracy for
Convolution Neural Network, the findings for the research are described in two
aspects for both the libraries. Evaluation for both the Models where done based on
training losses, validation losses, epochs, accuracy, and time. Training losses are
calculated during every epoch(iteration) and validation loss is calculated after every
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epoch is executed. It is always said considered the models training loss and validation
loss both should be equal, or the validation loss can be slightly low compared to
training loss. If the training loss is less, then validation loss it considers as our model
is overfit. Solution to this issue, we must decrease the network size or add more layer
of dropout.
In Keras visualization is easier compared to fastai, Keras uses tensorflow API for
visualization. Tensorboard creates a dashboard with interactable graphs, and with
these graphs it becomes easier to visualize model accuracy, and losses by moving the
cursor on graphs. Whereas Fast.ai does not have any supporting framework for
model visualization. Fast.ai has very few ways to visualize, which can be done by
interpreting the losses or through plotting confusion matrix.
Below is the visual representation for both models( with default values and
hyperparameter tuned values).

5.1 Keras Model Evaluation :
The below graph is plotted against the epoch accuracy with respect to the number of
epochs. And the graph is plotted for train and validation data which we can easily
differentiate with color code.
We can clearly observe the accuracy the difference between train and validation at the
initial stages of epoch 1 was very minimal, but as the model continued to learn and
train on more data the accuracy starts to increase over the period of time. And at the
end of 2 epoch the train and validation accuracy both where similar with the best
accuracy result for the model.
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FIGURE 19: Keras Model epoch_accuracy for default values (by author).
From the below graph we can interpret the model train loss and validation loss. We
can clearly observe the difference in training loss and validation loss is almost similar
and equal at the end of epoch 2 which shows our model is very much accurate
throughout the training process of the model.

FIGURE 20: Keras Model epoch_loss for default values (by author).
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Reason I have set the epoch value = 2, because we can easily interpret the difference
between the training loss and validation loss.
When the model hyperparameters are tuned and epoch size is increased the model
becomes even more efficient and the accuracy also increases as the model training is
also increased.

FIGURE 21: Keras Model epoch_accuracy with Tuned Hyperparameters (by author).

FIGURE 22: Keras Model epoch_loss with Tuned Hyperparameters (by author).
When the epoch size where increased and parameters tuned, model accuracy was
consistent from the start of the model training and loss was very minimal and the
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difference for model with epoch 3 and epoch 8 is clearly seen in the above both graphs.
ASL_CNN represents CNN model with epoch = 3 and 3-conv represents CNN model
with epoch = 8.
When the epoch size was increased from 3 to 8 epochs the losses for training data and
validation data were similar from the start of the model training for every single epoch.

5.2 Fastai Model Evaluation :
Fast.ai has does not have any API such as Tensorboard for visualization, we can visualize
either by plotting the top losses or plotting a confusion matrix heat map.
Below plot represents the Top Losses for Fast.ai.

FIGURE 23: Fast.ai Model Top Losses (by author).
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From the plot we can visualize for some Sign Language images the model is confused
and not able to differentiate between them. So, it gives the Prediction for two different
values indicating its Actual value/ Loss Value/ Probability between the two predicted
values. But this plot does not give the total insights about the losses for the model.
To have a wholesome view and better understanding how is my model predicting the
values it can be understood using a Confusion Matrix plot. Where Confusion Matrix is
plotted against the Actual Value with respect to Predicted Values.

FIGURE 24; Fast.ai Confusion Matrix (by author).
The confusion matrix result shows, the prediction done by our model is not good at
predicting the values. The heat map shows the values are scattered and the diagonal
cells which correspond to observations that are correctly classified is not at visible.
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Through heat map we can clearly identify, our model is not accurate or efficient with
default values.

CHAPTER 6: Results
I have separately described the model results one with default values and other with
Hyperparameter Tuned Values to have clear how both the models work.

FIGURE 25: Model Results (by author).
As Figure 25 shows, the result of the image classification using Convolution Neural
Network model on American Sign Language Dataset for both KERAS CNN Model and
FAST.AI CNN Model. As proposed to have comparison done between two different
libraries(KERAS & FAST.AI) with similar architecture to recognise which model is more
accurate. The approach for building both the model was same, and as the models where
developed above FIGURE25 describes the overall answers.
From the FIGURE25, KERAS CNN model has accuracy of 98.01% which is greater when
compared to FAST.AI CNN model with accuracy of 13.79%. Where KERAS model was
trained on only 2 epochs, and even after training the FAST.AI model on 10 epochs the
accuracy was poor with high Training Loss and Validation Loss. To minimize the training
loss and validation, I changed the learning rate from default value to 0.01 which I decided
from Learning rate plot.
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FIGURE 27: Learning Rate Plot (by author).
As the plot shows, the learning rate is declining and ending at 1e+01. It is considered the
best learning rate is always when the graph starts increasing at any learning rate, but in
the FIGURE27 the graphs is continuously decreasing, and to select the learning rate it is
better to choose the rate where it ends. And to optimize the model even more and tried
to tune the model by making few changes in the Hyperparameter and by adding the
Residual Learning Block(ResBlock) to the FAST.AI model, the accuracy was still poor with
higher training loss, validation loss and time, which we can see in the below Figure.

FIGURE 27: Hyperparameter Tuned Results (by author).

I also did a practical experimentation to train the FAST.AI model on Pretrained Model as
well i.e. ResNet34. ResNet34 model has pre stored 14 million of image information within
it which helps the coder to train the model at faster rate and it totally removes the process
of writing the whole architecture of the model i.e. it replaces the 10 – 15 lines of Neural
network layer line of code with 1 single line of code. Reason to train FAST.AI model on
pretrained ResNet34 model was to analyse whether if this pre-trained model gives the
same accuracy and poor results as the traditional FAST.AI model gives.
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But as the FIGURE27 shows, results are totally opposite, accuracy of 99.98% with Training
Loss and Validation Loss almost to 0.
Based on the results, I personally feel to use FAST.AI pretrained model:
1. It is easier to implement compared to traditional implementation of neural network.
2. Pre trained model removes the process of manually writing of neural network layers.
3. It improves the model accuracy and execution time.

CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION AND LESSONS LEARNED
7.1 CONCLUSION:
Convolution Neural Network(CNN) is the most used and best model for Image
Classification. But the challenge is to select which Library should be used to develop the
CNN Model as there are various Libraries available such as Caffe, TensorFlow, Keras,
Theano, Lasagne, Sklearn and many more, but the most famous these days are Keras
which have extended support of TensorFlow API Framework and FAST.AI uses PyTorch
as Support mechanism for developing Deep Neural Network applications. I have used
these two Libraries KERAS & FAST.AI to develop CNN Model for image classification
with traditional neural network layers. This Study has provided me deeper knowledge
about the neural networks and how it can used to develop models for image
classification. The proposed comparison models using KERAS and FAST.AI libraries for
image classification has led me with the results, as KERAS model is more accurate
compared to FAST.AI model where both the models have similar architecture. But this
can result can be varied when worked with different set of datasets. The Final output
have let me fascinating and has developed my interest to work in depth with some
advance features of PyTorch and TensorFlow frameworks to develop different models
such as Natural Language Processing Models and many more.
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7.2 LESSON LEARNED:
From this practical research, I developed my interest in developing another FAST.AI
model, but on some different set of datasets and application. And for which I started
building a Natural Language Processing model for predicting Positive and Negative
comments. The NLP model was developed on Marathi Language on which no one has
performed any kind of modelling using FAST.AI library particularly. Which I developed
on custom built dataset gather from WEBSOURCE and own written comments.
As other libraries for example KERAS or SKLEARN are well known libraries used for
Natural Language Processing in which 90% of task is do pre-processing of the data
which requires 10’s of lines of code (which includes using of Stop words to identify
common words, Tokenization, Bag of Words) these are some mandate pre-processing
steps to be done before model implementation. But in FAST.AI it quite simple and less
lines of code as the pre-processing step can done by using a prewritten libraries
specifically for extracting words from Wikipedia that is using WIKIEXTRACTOR.py which
makes the work easier for extracting stop words and Tokenization of the dataset can be
done using only 4 lines of code. Once it is done the data can be used for training and
testing the model to perform classification of Positive and Negative Comments. Based
on which I was to acquire an accuracy of around 80%. But this model is still in process,
as I am still working to increase its accuracy by identifying best learning rates and tuning
the hyperparameters. The Biggest challenge which I am facing while executing this
model is, the system is running out of CUDA memory and GPU memory and reason for
this is FAST.AI requires more RAM power to process it and to tackle this problem I used
GOOGLE COLAB which runs of google server providing higher RAM power, but there
two I faced a major problem is loading and using the pre-defined Libraries without
which it is difficult to extract data from WIKIPEDIA Dumps and implement the model. I
am looking out for some other possibilities where I am increasing my systems RAM
power and re-execute the whole model and get the best accuracy of around 90%.
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